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Exercise

Complete the 3 exercises, taking notes of all the 
steps that you take

Write a small report and upload it on Virtuale

Remember: write name, surname and the number 
of the lab session on the report!



Prerequisites

Virtualbox and the configured 
Kali VM.
Instructions are on Virtuale!
Also, we will see Wireshark



Wireshark

It is a free and open-source 
packet analyzer.

Similar to tcpdump, but it has a 
graphical interface to show 
sniffed packets.

Has a lot of filtering capability to 
find the packets that you want.



Wireshark
• It can perform real-time analysis or on previously recorded traffic 

file (e.g. PCAP files)
• It show a packet list with a summary of each of them
• If you click on one, it will show all the detail of every TCP/IP layer with their 

respective protocol
• Wireshark could be wrong with the dissection rules (e.g. based on port)

• Filtering capability
• You can select a property of a specific packet and set it as a filtering rule

• You can follow streams



What can we see from a packet analyzer?



Why should we use a packet analyzer?

• Monitor(sniffing) the traffic could be essential for the discovery of 
attacks

• But also to perform attacks.....



Where should we use a packet analyzer?

• To listen to all the traffic coming from and to different hosts

Network

• To listen to all the traffic coming from and to the actual host
• I can see also application data layers!

Host



But.. From which interface?
Your computer could have more than one, in 
general we can choose wired or wireless 
interfaces.

In the case of wired, you can see only the 
traffic directed/coming exactly to/from you 
(Ethernet case).

But, in the case of wireless, I can “sniff” 
everything…



Public 
wireless 
networks

In public Wi-Fi network 
there is no encryption, so:

Others can sniff your 
packets!

Or maybe worse, others 
can perform a Man in the 
Middle Attack (MitM).



"Protected" 
wireless
networks

Encryption makes your 
packets confidential

...Right?



It depends on algorithms
In Wi-Fi we can choose different algorithms:
• WEP
• Stream cipher RC4 algorithm, CRC32 checksum, INSECURE

• WPA
• TKIP

• WPA2
• Not RC4 anymore..

• WPA3



And passwords!!

• As always, weak password can be cracked
• Remember brute-force/dictonary attacks?



Attacking WEP
WEP was designed many years ago, now is obsolete.

If you know the shared key, you can decrypt every packets of the 
others.

It used Initializing Vector (IV), sent in plaintext in the packets, with few 
bits (24), so… Collecting some of them lead you to crack 
(mathematically derive) the shared key!



Attacking WPA
By sniffing the 4-way handshake we can perform an offline attack

Attackers can get all the informations to perform dictonary and brute 
force attack.

So, in this case, the probability of success it’s more password-related…



How to sniff packets “in the air”

•With physical cable, not considering the (old) hub topologies, 
we cannot see packets unless we are physically connected to 
the specific cables!
•With wireless instead, everything is in the air. So we can 

simply listen to receive all the packets.

That’s what is called Monitor Mode



Monitor 
Mode

It permits to capture and see all 
the packets coming from a 
specific wireless channel.

First step: find the channel of 
the interested AP
Second step: monitor the 
channel



Monitor mode in linux

• To enable monitor mode on your pc, it depends on the wireless card. 
You can follow the aircrack-ng guide: https://www.aircrack-
ng.org/doku.php?id=cracking_wpa

• With airmon-ng, once you capture a WPA handshake, you can stop 
the analysis and go to the next step with the PCAP file obtained. 
• For the exercise, I will give you an example PCAP file.

https://www.aircrack-ng.org/doku.php?id=cracking_wpa
https://www.aircrack-ng.org/doku.php?id=cracking_wpa


Capturing the handshake

•With monitor mode we can capture the packets sent for the 
handshake 

• Then, we save the .pcap file that contains the packets and we 
can try an offline attack of dictionary/brute-force. You can 
also use Wireshark to investigate the packets.



Attacking
• We will use aircrack-ng suite, able to attack WEP and WPA/WPA2

• Usage: aircrack-ng (-w wordlist) (-b BSSID) (pcap file) 
[OPTIONS]
• Wordlist: pass the wordlist to use for cracking the password
• BSSID: MAC address of the interested AP
• PCAP file: the file containing the sniffed handshake
• In OPTIONS: settings for optimized WEP or WPA/2 attacks..



Use your knowledge 
to find the 
passwords (if it's
possible) of the 
wireless access point 
from the traffic in the 
"wifi" PCAP files in 
virtuale.



Find the commands to 
control the plane.

Complete the challenge: 
http://dreamliner.challs.c
yberchallenge.it/

You have 3 hints in the 
help file on virtuale.

http://dreamliner.challs.cyberchallenge.it/
http://dreamliner.challs.cyberchallenge.it/


It has been detected that 
an intruder has 
downloaded a file, find out 
more.

Analyze the traffic and find
the flag, that has this form

at CCIT{flag}, from the 
PCAP file (s3cret.pcapng) 
in virtuale.

Hints are in the help file on 
virtuale


